REHEARSAL REPORT

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Date:

7/9/17

Time:

4:00-9:04

Location:

Vermillion High School

Breaks:

6:00-6:45

:Stage Manager:

Shekendra Morgan

Director:

Leah Geis

In Attendance:




Late: Louis, Kenneth, Emma, Lydia, Isaac, Bryce, Bethany, Mya, Nate, Randy G, Sam P, Kyle B
Absent: Ella S
Excused: Caitlin, Ali, Abby R, Rebecca K, joseph, Matthew, Grant, James

General Information:



Emma is going to try and be here as much as possible this week, she has science camp (at least twice for
tradition and anatevka
Rhonda will be at rehearsal but will have to leave around 8:10 to have a mandatory skype meeting with her
international student and then she will be back as soon as it is over.

Director Notes:


None

Management Notes:


I have a beginning idea of who will be moving what in Act 1, will have a better idea tomorrow when we run the
full show.

Production Manager:


None

Scenic Notes:


Is the stove still a plan? Is it still possible?

Properties Notes:





As set dressing can we have some more cups for the Inn for the inn keeper’s table?
We need the chairs by Wednesday for the wedding dance.
Is the stove still a plan? Is it still possible?
Can the hook on the broom be a little stronger?



Can we get a tray to carry drinks during the bar/inn scene?

Costumes Notes:





Need a hanky for the rabbi for the wedding dance.
What exactly makeup wise are actors required to bring? When exactly do we want them to have them here at
the school?
Are there other costume pieces actors are supposed to bring?
We need a hat for match maker to be in the laundry basket with the shawl and shirt.

Choreography Notes:


None

Technical Director Notes:


None

Lighting Notes:


None

Sound Notes:


None

Music Director Notes:


None

Publicity:


None

